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Comics are entering the collegiate classroom through multiple disciplinary routes, two of
which this article puts in conversation: foreign language and visual literacy instruction. By pre-
senting and reflecting on my experiences with a graphic novel in the German classroom, I
argue that the intersection of these two disciplinary routes constitutes a valuable, yet largely
untapped enrichment of foreign language pedagogy.

A growing number of foreign language instructors is promoting comics and their most promi-
nent sub-genre, the graphic novel – a non-serialized and often complex book-length comic
narrative – as powerful pedagogical material. Instructors have used comics to teach complex
linguistic phenomena (Broersma, 1994; David-West, 2012), literary concepts (Hallet, 2012;
Kutch, 2014), reader response-theory (Burwitz-Melzer, 2013), genre categories and the speci-
ficity of different media (Bridges, 2009; Schwarz, 2007), critical literacy (Chun, 2009) as well
as cultural and historical insights (Cerri, 2014; Hecke, 2013; Nijdam, 2015). Comics also dove-
tail with the institutional ideal of an integrated foreign language curriculum that aims at teaching
both linguistic proficiency and non-linguistic skills from the very beginning such as metalin-
guistic concepts of genre learning, cultural literacy, literary skills, and critical literacy (see the
2008 issues of Die Unterrichtspraxis and German Quarterly; Paesani, Allen, & Dupuy, 2016,
as well as Swaffar & Arens, 2005, for a multiliteracy framework).

Aside from foreign language instruction, comics lend themselves to lessons in visual literacy
(for anthologies dedicated to that very intersection, see Carter, 2007; Frey & Fisher, 2008). Vi-
sual literacy, in the words of the Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL), is “a
set of abilities that enables an individual to effectively find, interpret, evaluate, use, and create
images and visual media” (ACRL, 2011). Pointing to the “static” nature of comics and therefore
the intense analysis possible with comics as a still medium, Versaci (2008) asserts that “comic
books – more so than any other visual medium – allow teachers to pose questions that help
students do two things: understand how images produce meaning, and become engaged in
the search for this meaning” (p. 96). In contrast to comics scholars, who naturally understand
their medium’s contribution to visual literacy education, pertinent visual literacy books tend to
focus on advertisements, photographs, and television and rarely venture into comics. This is
unfortunate because comics’ formal language overlaps with the building blocks of visual liter-
acy, including the use of shapes and gestalt principles, color and contrast, space, proportion
and perspective, realism vs. abstraction, visual symbolism, etc. – all aspects which make up, in
Dondis’s words, “the anatomy of a visual message” (1973, p. ix). Among the few visual literacy
scholars who explicitly comment on comics are Brice Heath and Bhagat (1997), who state that
“comics employ archetypal symbols as a kind of vocabulary of ‘design language’ to support
verbal messages” (p. 590).
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Dondis’s “anatomy” metaphor as well as Brice Heath and Bhagat’s allusion to “archetypal
symbols” are telling in that they imply an essentialist, maybe even universalist understanding
of visual meaning making. In a similar vein, visual literacy scholar Messaris defends the as-
sumption that there are universally understood “structural principles […] of images” (1994,
p. 169) and therefore “a substantial degree of cross-cultural similarity in basic visual syntax”
(p. 172). Yet Messaris also hastens to qualify his statement by adding that “there can be no
question regarding the existence of significant cultural differences in the area of visual literacy”
(p. 169), which comes to the fore when we are dealing with “implicit connotations” (p. 169)
and “social perception” (p. 172). The ACRL, too, acknowledges the cultural component when
it defines a visually literate person as “both a critical consumer of visual media and a competent
contributor to a body of shared knowledge and culture” (2011, emphasis added). In more ab-
stract terms, but with a comparable impetus, Rimmele and Stiegler (2012) speak of “prinzipielle
Verflechtungs- und Bedingungsverhältnisse von Kultur und Visualität” (p. 10) and Meyer (2012)
notes “the reader’s gaze, evoked through the frames, is already culturally determined and en-
framed upon the entering of the reading process” (p. 54).

It is the cultural specificity of visual meaning making that I would like to highlight here and
that explains why visual literacy is a fitting complement to foreign language learning. In as
much as visual art in general, and comics in particular, can depict not only specific cultural ar-
tifacts, events, and practices (think: hissing the GDR flag) but also does so using culture-specific
visual logics (think: symbols specific to Japanese mangas), comics are fully at home in foreign
language classrooms. In fact, Christodoulou and Damaskinidis (2012) deem the visual com-
ponent so crucial to the foreign language endeavor that they announce a “quest” to add it as
a “fifth element” to the traditional four skills. This article calls upon foreign language instructors
to use graphic narratives not only because of their inherent linguistic, cultural, and literary
merits but because they are a ready-made toolbox for the training of visual literacy; a skill that
enriches students’ knowledge both in its cross-cultural and its culture-specific form. 

Introducing drüben!

Simon Schwartz’s drüben! (2009; a 2015 English translation was published under the title
The Other Side of the Wall) belongs to a recent wave of GDR-related graphic novels. Like Flix’
Da war mal was (2009), Lenkova’s Grenzgebiete (2009), Budde’s Such dir was aus (2010),
and Henseler and Buddenberg’s Grenzfall (2011) and Berlin – Geteilte Stadt (2012),
Schwartz’s book takes the perspective of a young protagonist to tell an (auto-)biographical
story. Even though drüben! recounts Schwartz’s parents’ gradual disenchantment with the ide-
ologies of the GDR and their struggle to leave the GDR with their toddler son, the book is at
heart a multi-generational family chronicle that illuminates the lives and different political loy-
alities of the author’s maternal and paternal grandparents. It thereby fits into the category of
fictionalized historiography, which is told, as Krueger (2016) phrases it, from the “perspective
of a generation that did not experience living in the GDR for a very long time, yet whose lives
were entangled with and shaped by GDR history” (p. 159).

In order to read drüben!, students should possess at least a novice high or preferably inter-
mediate proficiency in German following the ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines (ACTFL, 2012).
It is pedagogically apt for college learners, as it presents a historically and emotionally complex
story, which may be linguistically more accessible than other GDR-themed graphic novels.
Through an intimate family drama, drüben! conveys to readers who have no personal con-
nection to the GDR that this period is more than a “‘footnote’ in German history” (Krueger,
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2016, p. 145). Instead, students revisit, through the eyes of the narrator, how extensive the
impact of the GDR is: It reverberates in the lives of Nachgeborene such as Schwartz, but the
narrator also digs as far back into the grandparents’ and the nation’s past as World War II to
fully grasp why people committed to or questioned socialist ideologies. A benefit of this book
is that it approaches these questions through a visual medium and thus gives presence to visual
symbols, which are vital to any political and cultural system. Looking at selected panels in
drüben!, a class can contextualize rituals such as the Fahnenappell, asking how the GDR flag
looks, where the Apell takes place, and what the attending Jungpioniere would wear. Other
visual references invite a class to identify political and cultural figures like Erich Honecker and
Nina Hagen, architectural landmarks like the Tränenpalast, or everyday artifacts, for instance
both the Deutsche Mark and the East German DDR-Mark. 

Teaching drüben! Basic Coordinates

I taught drüben! twice in a second-semester German language course. This might seem early
given the students’ limited language skills. However, students indicated in a final reflection
piece that they preferred the challenge of an authentic source over the prospect of remaining
in their linguistic comfort zones with a less interesting text (see ACTFL’s support of authentic
reading materials, n.d.). Asked how drüben! compared to the didacticized book we had read
the previous semester, they remarked that for the former “more thought [was] needed” and
that it was “more challenging + more informative. You learn more about personalized historical
events + is less boring” (sic).

We read drüben! over the course of a semester, devoting one of the four weekly sessions to
it. This pacing made for a light reading of 10 to15 pages per week, which conveniently aligns
with narrative units in the book. A typical session was divided into two parts: The first goal
was to ensure that students followed the plot development and had the chance to address un-
known words and phrases. For each week, students filled out a one-page Leseprotokoll, which
prompted them to summarize the events in three steps, come up with a title for the section, list
salient nouns, verbs, and adjectives, highlight which linguistic or narrative elements they did
not understand, and describe one panel in depth. Following this knowledge-securing stage,
we concentrated on one specific linguistic, cultural, or visual element of the sequence such as
the use of modal particles, Plattenbau architecture, or the varying visual perspectives with
which Schwartz steers the readers’ reactions (I provide these worksheets on my personal web-
site: https://jludewig.wordpress.com/).

To make the historical events relevant for today, students also gave short presentations later
in the semester (in English so that the students could express complex thoughts), which ex-
panded on themes of the book and put them into global perspective. We talked, for example,
about differences and similarities between police states in the GDR and Iran, about divided
cities in other parts of the world (Jerusalem, Beirut, Belfast), and the ways citizens are in con-
frontation with state authorities. If one wanted to extend visual literacy skills to these topics,
these presentations could be coupled with a discussion of political symbols, photographs, and
the reading of maps and diagrams.

Reading drüben! was an instructional experiment aimed at testing through informal class
conversation what students could make of reading a graphic novel at an early stage. Even
though I did not administer formal assessments, weekly reading protocols and discussions fac-
tored into students’ graded homework and oral participation grade. A structured way of as-
sessing students’ learning could involve presentations, longer writing assignments, or creative
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tasks such as rearranging or relettering existing panels or creating one’s own mini comic. If I
taught this course again, I would use a portfolio assessment, which includes a variety of topics
and literary, linguistic, historical, and visual analytical tasks. 

Using drüben! to Teach Linguistic, Literary, Cultural, and Visual Skills

Even though my focus here is on visual literacy, I briefly outline how I used drüben! to teach
linguistic, literary, and cultural skills and how those can be combined with visual literacy. One
linguistic feature present in many biographic and historical graphic novels is their “past-tense
split,” by which I mean the functional differentiation between the Präteritum in the narrative
voice (caption) and the Perfekt that appears in the dialogues. We dedicated one session to this
phenomenon, reflecting on the systemic differences between quasi-literary and colloquial past
tense forms. This split is also visually represented, as the captions appear on a white back-
ground, clearly separated from the “visual” narrative of the panel.

An opportunity to facilitate learning of a literary concept comes through genre analysis.
drüben! is part (auto-)biography and part family chronicle. Students can list typical elements
of each genre and evaluate the ways in which drüben! adheres to the generic boundaries or
flouts them. For example, Schwartz’s story is in line with the generic mold of biographies and
family chronicles in recounting memorable moments of his parents’ and grandparents’ lives,
yet it also transcends the traditional biography by incorporating a scene in which the father
has a conversation with several of his younger selves, an artistic technique that underlines the
fictionality of Schwartz’s account (pp. 66-67). This very sequence helps develop visual literacy,
as the reader can date and keep apart the father’s different alter egos through differing heights,
hairstyles, and clothing (Figure 1). Such a close reading activity put into simple visual clues the
complex notion that in each biography different temporal layers exist, which nevertheless con-
stantly reflect on one another.

Figure 1. Depiction of the father’s different alter egos
(Image used with permission of Simon Schwartz)

In addition to its value for linguistic and literary learning, drüben! also will appeal to instructors
because of its potential to convey historical and cultural lessons about Germany’s divided past. In-
deed, drüben! offers a range of different viewpoints one might have had as a citizen of the socialist
country. While Simon’s paternal grandparents passionately commit to the goals of a socialist society
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– a “Musterfamilie” (Schwartz, p. 15), in the narrator’s words – Simon’s maternal grandparents
have a pragmatic relationship to the realities of a divided country and maintain “viele Westkon-
takte” (p. 19). The reader sees Simon’s mother as a teenager, reading the “verheißungsvoll[e]”
West-German youth magazine Bravo, which does not prevent her from believing, as the narrator
says, in the “Sieg des Sozialismus” (p. 20) – and the Jungpionier uniform the mother is wearing
as well as the Lenin book lying next to her visualize these complex allegiances (Figure 2). 

Figure 2. Depiction of Simon’s mother as a teenager
(Image used with permission of Simon Schwartz)

These two diverging stances toward the GDR provide students the opportunity to reflect on
the reasons for identifying or not identifying with the GDR and to paint a differentiated picture
of people’s political allegiances.

Larger historical developments also have a place in Schwartz’s book, events such as the Aus-
bürgerung of leading GDR artists, the OSCE treaty, and the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. At
the same time, drüben! holds opportunities to speak about everyday life in the GDR. Thus, my
students looked into the history of GDR architecture, for instance the contrast between the “so-
cialist baroque” of the Zuckerbäckerstil and the cheap, minimalist high rise architecture called
Plattenbau – architectural artifacts which would merit closer visual analysis if time allowed. Other
topics include visual artwork such as socialist murals depicted in a handful of instances. Here,
the class can even go so far as to compare characteristics of “socialist realism” with Schwartz’s
own drawing style. Such a comparison might ultimately ask whether Schwartz’s clear and strong
contours, his abstracted facial features, and theatrical gestures have been inspired by socialist
aesthetics and therefore constitute a case in point for a culture-specific visuality.

Zooming in on Visual Literacy

The final skill considered here is media and visual literacy. The class began by sensitizing
students to the medium of graphic novels with a worksheet that introduced and defined this
subform of comics. Students understood that this medium presents lengthy narratives through
a combination of image and text, that it often treats historic, documentary, or personal topics,
and that, historically, many graphic novels were aimed at young adult readers. This is also a
good point to have students reflect on their personal experiences with comics and graphic nov-
els as well as on stereotypes vis-à-vis graphic novels.
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Building on this general introduction, the class then moved into the general iconography of
comics. If desired, the instructor could extend this introduction to comics’ iconographic con-
ventions by reading sections from McCloud’s (2014) Understanding Comics or Klein and Abel’s
(2016) Comics und Graphic Novels: Eine Einführung. We used a worksheet to interpret what
visual conventions such as different font sizes, round or swirling lines, or sweat drops mean.
Perspective is another central tool in graphic narratives. In preparation, students learned about
Normalperspektive, Vogelperspektive, and Froschperspektive and discussed their artistic effects
with the help of sentences such as Die Perspektive wirkt…; Der/die Leser(in) fühlt, dass…; Der
Zeichner wollte…. Afterward, we analyzed a scene in which Schwartz recalls his perceptions
as a child crossing the inner-German border to visit his grandparents who still lived in the GDR.
Schwartz artfully subjects readers to a striking visual Wechselbad by quickly shifting between
a child’s worm’s perspective, normal perspective, and steep bird’s-eye view (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Depiction of changes in perspective (Images used with permission of Simon Schwartz)

The next logical step is to integrate these concepts and let students describe a panel or a se-
quence of panels in depth, including its perspective, use of colors, text-image relation, and
other elements of mise-en-scène. Panel descriptions are especially fruitful for scenes that have
many details, for example, after the Stasi has raided the parents’ home and left it in utter dis-
array. Other panels that proved appealing to students were those that evoke diverse interpre-
tations. As one example, consider the following, unedited paragraph in which a student picked
up on Schwartz’s nature symbolism:

Simons Eltern und ihre Freunden haben ein Party. Es ist Nacht. Es gefällt mir, denn liebe ich Architektur. Der
Mond hat ein dunkel klein Kreis. Es symboliert höchstwahrscheinlich, dass die Dunkelheit verlassen würde.

drüben! also presents incentives for honing a culture-specific visual literacy. For instance,
Schwartz depicts emotional gestures and bodily postures, which can be a cultural learning mo-
ment. Students can explore gestures indicating surprise or shame (palms facing the ceiling,
shrugging, hands covering eyes; see Schwartz, 2009, p. 91; 95), or they can discuss how people
flirt with each other in a sequence that shows Schwartz’s parents crouching next to each other
with minimal speaking and exchanging gazes (p. 42). This does not mean that such gestures
and bodily practices are exclusive to the German culture, but neither are they universally shared
and thus represent examples of cultural variability that is both culturally situated and culturally
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embodied. Visually noticing and interpreting these practices in their cultural context is one way
to think through intercultural communication. 

Cultural specificity does not end with a presumed “gesamtdeutsche” culture, though.
Through its very topic, drüben! visually represents differences between the two German states.
Be these in the socialist murals and political posters (see Schwartz, 2009, p. 14; 18; 54), which
contrast with decorative art and commercials West-Germans would typically see (such as po-
litical protest poster by squatters in West-Berlin, p. 10; or in the graffiti at the West-side of the
Wall, p. 34), in the different newspapers people would read (drüben! features the West-German
B.Z. as well as the East-German Neues Deutschland; p. 11; 101), or even in the hammer-and-
compass ornament which some belt buckles sported (p. 21; 51). It is these depictions of political
symbols, certain brands of everyday life, or types of clothing that can lead students to the
awareness that our gaze needs to be culturally attuned in order to make sense of visually pre-
sented information. 

Discussion

One of the most positive outcomes of reading a graphic novel was the motivation students
felt as they were reading an authentic German language text. One of my students commented
on the authenticity gap between drüben! and didacticized readings we had read in the previous
semester by dismissing the latter as “‘textbook language’ which I do not care for.” Forms of
spoken language were part of this authentic feel and the linguistic aspect of the text the students
appreciated the most. Reflecting on the historical insights they had gained from reading
drüben!, students felt confirmed in many of their negative stereotypes about the GDR, but
some also developed differentiated views, as the following quote evinces: “I always thought
the society was more overtly dictatorial, but it seems they made an actual effort to seem legit-
imate to their people and the world.”

The visual learning as part of the classroom experience was not commented on as often. I
nevertheless observed that the students improved over the semester on describing the novel’s
mise-en-scène and often produced their best linguistic and analytic work when deep-reading
panels. Two students remarked that they had acquired this type of visual sensitivity: “I had
never read a graphic novel before, so I had to learn how to read them & what certain things
meant.” More precisely, students commented on the fact that they “learned about various
markings and lines in the panels such as sweat drops” and about “different styles of panels
and how they affect the mood of the panel.” The most advanced visual analytical comment
comes from a student who observes that “graphic novels have to strike a balance between
writing and illustrating. They have to complement each other […]. The author can’t be overly
reliant on one or the other.”

It is precisely the “packaged” nature of a historical graphic narrative that makes it valuable
to an integrated curriculum. It gives the instructor the opportunity to train a range of skills,
which may not be equally salient or important to students, yet this range can appeal to different
learner types (e.g., visual learners) and interests (think: the “history buff,” the student interested
in colloquial language, etc.). In spite of this excitement, the packaged format requires extra ef-
forts from the instructor because one needs to disentangle the multiple literacies and make
them available piecemeal to students. And while my students were aware that they were ac-
quiring basic linguistic skills, they were also less aware that they lacked certain visual analytical
and cultural/historical knowledge. It is therefore vital to repeatedly alert students to the visual
tools and effects we wish them to notice – such as panel forms and page arrangements – or to
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explain references to certain political figures, symbols, and events.
An obstacle resulting from this attempt to teach multiple skills as they appear and intertwine

in a graphic novel is time. Because discussing drüben! took up a quarter of the class time,
some students felt they did not spend enough time with the main textbook and the nuts and
bolts of language learning. This is a valid point and the second time I taught the graphic novel,
we did not always spend an entire session on it. However, the students’ perspective might not
have arisen had I better articulated the linguistic benefits of reading the novel and stressed par-
allels between drüben! and our textbook. That is, one could align many themes covered in our
textbook with the units on drüben!, for example in having students describe furniture and living
conditions, clothing, facial characteristics and expressions, or family and friendship relations. 

Another anticipated pitfall, given the language level of the class, was the divide between
students’ receptive understanding and their active expressive abilities. Even though the reading
protocols proved that most of the students understood Schwartz’s language and occasionally
composed eloquent comments in writing, the class discussions did sometimes drag. This most
likely had to do with the fact that the students felt a bit overwhelmed by the double burden of
abstract analysis and production in their new language, a phenomenon Kutch (2014) touches
upon as well. To alleviate this double burden in future classes, I will provide more Redemittel
to scaffold in-class discussion. Books such as Wurm and Eichler’s (2013) Auf den Punkt ge-
bracht would be a good starting point. It contains many phrases directly geared toward de-
scribing still images and even describing comics (e.g., Auf dem ersten Bild sind drei Personen;
Man versteht die Comicgeschichte, auch ohne dass man die Sprechblasen lesen muss).

Notwithstanding the pitfalls of teaching and reading a graphic novel in a beginners’ German
classroom, the students’ overall experience was positive – and so was mine. In advocating for
comics and graphic novels in the collegiate foreign language classroom, I do not aim to oust
traditional instructional materials but to invite colleagues to broaden their pedagogical reper-
toire. As we look to keep students engaged, comics and graphic novels are surely no magic
potion, but they can open some eyes and mouths as well. 
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